CONSTRUCTED VOID
THE NEW CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN, AND EDUCATION
“Constructed Void” examines the character of the urban environment and
the relationship between the public realm and the private realm that defines
a city, area, or neighborhood. In a symbiotic relationship, buildings provide
edges and character for the public streets and plazas while the open space
links often disparate buildings in a cohesive network of circulation and
areas of rest or public activity. The great cities and cultures around the
world are often characterized by successful relationships between the built
environment and remaining open spaces.
The solution explores assembling the building programs around a dynamic
network of circulation and open space that includes shared programs
and exhibition areas. As part spectator and part exhibitionist, the patron
informs the spaces while learning from it as well. The unique enclosures
for the program are both individually expressed and privately focused and
connected to the building as a whole through a singular expression of
enclosed open space. The arrangement fosters an environment of constant
information gathering and exchange so that the educational component of
the program becomes the core of the experience. Students and patrons
share their observations and exchange knowledge in participation of a
critical exchange that takes place by being in the “void” between programs.
As almost a city turned on its side, the building’s sculptural quality interacts
dynamically with the street and pedestrian realm as the constructed void
become both entry and canopy. The dynamic quality of the urban street
and plaza is continued through the heart of the block and illuminated at
night as the building becomes a 24/7 beacon of the thriving architectural
community and discourse Chicago has. In a field of disparate architectural
styles, masses, and programs, the iconic structure welcomes the tourist and
citizen alike to participate in shaping the city of the future while celebrating
a rich and decorated past.

The built environment of disparate geometries, massing,
and forms is made cohesive by the network and pattern
of circulation and public spaces in the urban context.

Open areas and plazas complete the “whole” and
become the “glue” which unifies experiences between
buildings.
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Successful urban environments placed an importance
on the location and scale of the unbuilt spaces in the
city.
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“Constructed Void” explores extruding the urban figure
ground and using the unbuilt spaces as a place for
exchange and learning.
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The resultant building sculpturally assembles the various
programs around an energetic and charged public realm.
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